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Prepare yourself for a nostalgic trip back into gaming-in-the-90s. Featuring the hilarious voice acting
of Chris Hardwick (The Nerdist, @midnight), Elo Hell is an episodic comedic strategy-RPG-with-e-
sports set in a post-apocalyptic world in which you must live out your dream of becoming the
ultimate videogame pro. There's a sci-fi twist to the original Starcraft, but with a serious amount of
fun. As Chance Betzinger, you'll begin life as a likable, albeit dim high school senior. Gradually, you'll
slowly discover your gaming skills as you play out a series of 10 episodes. You'll choose from 11
unique characters with all-new skills, moves, items and customizations. Choose your character's
attributes carefully as these can be used to upgrade Chance's gamer profile, earn 'Coinz' and master
the game. Only after mastering the Echo Star, which is 1/3 the depth of Starcraft, will you play the
ultimate game of your life: Echo Star. In each episode you'll make important decisions, from your
skill as a player to your relationship with your friends. Your choices are what shape Chance's gamer
profile, including his trash talking skills, his voice talents, his fashion choices, his love life, and his
general hype. Elo Hell is a funny story about loving video games and learning to be a good friend.
Inspired by the classic two-cent coin, the "A-toz" stamping machine is a novel new piece of kitchen
gadgetry for those who need to print either a quick stamp or a uniform and re-usable address label
set. StampPad, the unique machine from the prolific inventor, Alfred J. Robitaille, Jr. who has a well-
published library of patent-pending inventions, is making stamping easy. A unit of 16 stamps can be
stored in the StampPad until needed. A "stamp selection" key pad allows you to choose from 16
available stamp sizes and face options. The stamps are stored in the StampPad's built-in chamber,
making them easy to retrieve and restore. "The simple size makes it easy to carry on a purse or
pocket or handbag. The fact that it's also a printing machine makes it easy to check and adjust
forms." - Alfred J. Robitaille, Jr. Robitaille's StampPad is being rolled out in the United States

Features Key:
FOUR ULTIMATE LEVELS, 40 ENORMOUS POWER-UPS
INTERACTIVE BATTLE GRAPHICS WITH WORRYING VISUALS AND SOUNDS
UNIQUE AND COMPLICATED GAMEPLAY
ONE UNIQUE TRAINING PROGAM

You Never Listen Game Description

You Never Listen is a unique, original board game that you play
against a board generated by the game. You don't have any advice
to give, or remember who you were who thought you were an
important messenger. The messages you are thrown have you get
out of your chair. The instructions are jumping from the stack and
other bystanders are not able to help because you are never
listening. In each board, you run to the green star to collect your
standard messenger bag and use your pen to fill the bags each
round. On the green star is the pile of question marks with the
highest number of questions will blow up and you are asked to
change the color of the piece on the board to get your bonus. Who
will be the messenger who blows up and what life experience will
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they have that looks like a question mark. The people around the
board roll dice and if you are lucky you will know who that will be.
In this game, you find out when your friends are in trouble not when
they let you know they are in trouble. Each question is different in
one, which makes you fun which causes you to learn.

You Never Listen Game content:

4 ULTIMATE LEVELS (13
20 BOSSES
80 GOVERNORS
40 ULTIMATE POWER-UPS
90 QUESTIONS
A CLASSIC CHESS SITUATION

You Never Listen Game screenshots

You Never Listen Game screenshots:
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